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Researcher and analyst are often interested in estimating the effect of an intervention or treatment, which takes place at the
aggregate level and affect one single unit, such as country and region. Thus, comparative case studies would be their first
choice in practice. However, comparative case studies could fail to yield an estimate in the effect that is unbiased and
consistent, as in some contexts; there are not suitable control units that are similar to the treated. The econometric literature
has taken synthetic control methods and panel data approaches to this problem. In this study, we developed a principal
covariate regression estimator, which exploits the cross-sectional correlation, as well as the temporal dependency, to reproduce
the dynamics of the treated in the absence of an event or policy. From a theoretical perspective, we introduce the statistical
literature on dimensional reduction to make a causal inference. From a technique perspective, we combine the vertical
regression and the horizontal regression. We constructed an annual panel of 38 states, to evaluate the effect of Proposition 99
on beer sales in California, using the principal covariate regression estimator proposed here. We find that California’s tobacco
control program had a significant negative and robust effect on local beer consumption, suggesting that policymakers could
reduce the use of cigarette and alcohol in the public using one common behavioral intervention.

1. Introduction

Randomized controlled trials are considered as the gold
standard for scientific studies, which compare the outcome
variable in the treatment group with that in the control
group [1–3]. They yield an unbiased and consistent estimate
for the effect of the intervention or treatment, and provide
the strongest level of evidence on the causal interpretation
[4, 5]. Randomized controlled trials, however, have their
drawbacks [6–8]. For example, they are a time-consuming
task, and cost a lot of money [9]. Besides, some studies are
not likely to be ethically done using randomized controlled
trials [10].

Instead, researcher and analyst often perform a compar-
ative case study to evaluate the effect of an event or policy,
particularly when the intervention or treatment happens to
one single unit at an aggregate level, such as country and
region [11, 12]. In the comparative case study, research

and analyst compare the dynamics of the aggregate outcome
for the treated unit to those for a set of controls that are not
affected by the event or policy, and obtain an estimate in the
average treatment effect in the treated over the period after
the introduction of an intervention or treatment [13–17].
For example, Card and Kruger measured the effectiveness
of the minimum wage on the unemployment, by comparing
New Jersey with Pennsylvania, based on data on fast food
restaurants [18].

However, comparative case studies have some limita-
tions, which would damage their credibility of the causal
relationship between intervention and outcome, as well as
limit their application in practice [19]. For example, it is sub-
ject for research and analyst to choose one unit without
experiencing an event or policy, which is used as the coun-
terfactual of the united [20]. Also, in certain contexts, it is
possible that research and analyst cannot find one control
that is suitable to be the counterfactual for the unit affected
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[21]. Besides, as research and analyst often use a small
sample size in comparative case studies, the additive tech-
nique is needed to interpret the significance of the effect of
an intervention or treatment [22].

In this paper, we address these challenges. First, we
develop a novel approach to estimate the average treatment
effect in comparative case studies, which is a data-driven
approach that forms a comparative unit for the treated.
The literature on econometrics has advocated two alterna-
tive approaches for program evaluation in the setting
with only one unit receiving an intervention or treatment
[23, 24]. The synthetic control method constructs the
counterfactual for the treated using a combination of similar
units that are not affected by an event or policy [25]. The
panel data approach exploits the cross-sectional correlation
to form one comparative unit for the treated [26]. Although
at first sight different, the two approaches are methodologi-
cally quite similar in terms of the pattern in the data that they
adopt to reproduce the dynamics of the outcome variable in
the treated in the absence of an intervention or treatment
[27]. Here, we introduce principal covariate regression from
statistical literature on dimensional reduction to make a
causal inference for comparative case studies. Principal
covariate regression is an approach, where we regress a
collection of outcome variables with regard to a collection
of characteristic variables, particularly when the number of
the latter is large or it is collinear among them. Principal
covariate regression also is referred to as a technique to select
characteristic variable [28].

Second, we propose the bootstrapping test to interpret
the significance of the effect. That is, we first reconstruct a
new control group by the bootstrapping technique, and then
estimate the effect of an event or policy based on the boot-
strapping sample. We repeat the process above 1000 times,
and obtain an empirical distribution of the effect. Using
the empirical distribution, we could calculate the empirical
standard error for the effect, and make an interpretation of
the effective significance. The bootstrapping test proposed
here could be used whether the data are at the individual
level or at the aggregate level, and it does not require that
there are a large number of units in the control group.

Finally, as an illustrative example, we estimated the effect
of Proposition 99 on beer sales. There exists wide agreement
among epidemiologists that smoking and drinking have a
positive association, although the reason why they are asso-
ciated remains unclear28. Estimating the effect of this policy
requires that we produce the counterfactual for California;
that is, the situation of California in the absence of Proposi-
tion 99. We used the principal covariate regression estimator
developed in this study to reproduce the dynamics of
California by exploiting the cross-sectional correlation and
the temporal dependency. Estimated results show Proposi-
tion 99 had a negative effect on beer sales in California.
This result also has an important implication for policy-
relevant questions, suggesting that policymakers could
reduce the sales in smoking and alcohol using one com-
mon intervention.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
explains the major ideas behind principal covariate regres-

sion for causal comparative case studies. In Section 3, we
used the principal covariate regression estimator to assess
the effect of California’s tobacco control program on local
beer consumption. Section 4 concludes.

2. Methods

In comparative case studies, researcher and analyst often
compare one unit affected by an event or policy with other
units that are not affected. These unaffected units also are
called the control units in the literature related to economet-
rics, which are referred to as the counterfactual of the treated
unit. Therefore, it is quite important for researcher and
analyst to find one suitable comparison unit that is similar
to the treated unit before the introduction of an intervention
or treatment in comparative case studies, which directly
affects the credibility of the result. In this section, we propose
a new approach, which is drawn on the literature on econo-
metrics and computer science, to construct the counterfac-
tual for the treated unit.

2.1. A Motivating Model. In this subsection, we explain
the idea behind our new approach. Suppose that we
have J + 1 units. Without loss of generality, also suppose
that the first unit experiences an event or policy at cer-
tain time. Thus, we have J control units, that is, the J
remaining units.

Let Yunaffected
it be the potential outcome, which would be

observed for unit i at time t if unit i is unexposed during
the period before the introduction of an intervention or
treatment. Let Yaffected

it be the potential outcome, which
would be observed for unit i at time t if unit i is exposed
during the period after the introduction of an intervention
or treatment. Let Yobserved

it be the actual outcome observed
for unit i at time t in the comparative case study. Therefore,
we have Yunaffected

it = Yobserved
it for unit i at time t during the

period before the introduction of an intervention or treat-
ment. We also assume that an intervention or treatment
takes place at time T0.

Based on these definitions above, we could obtain the
dynamic effects of an event or policy on an outcome of our
interest in the comparative case study using the following
equation:

α1t = Yaffected
1t − Yunaffected

1t , for t ≥ T0, ð1Þ

where α1t denotes the effect of an event or policy for the first
unit at time t, during the period after the introduction of an
event or policy.

Because Yaffected
1t = Yobserved

1t for the first unit at time t dur-
ing the period after the introduction of an intervention or
treatment, in order to obtain α1t , we need to estimate
Yunaffected
1t for the first unit at time t during the period after

the introduction of an intervention or treatment.
The econometric literature has advocated two approaches

to estimate Yunaffected
1t [23, 24]. Abadie et al. advised to use a
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weighted average of control units as the estimate of
Yunaffected
1t [25], that is,

Yunaffected
1t = 〠

J+1

j=2
wjY

unaffected
jt = 〠

J+1

j=2
wjY

observed
jt , ð2Þ

where wj represents the weight, which is obtained by mini-
mizing the distance of characteristic variables between the
first unit and control units.

On the other hand, Hsiao and Zhou recommended
researcher and analyst used a linear regression, which
exploits the cross-sectional correlation between the first unit
and control units, to estimate Yunaffected

1t [26]. The linear
regression fits the following model:

Yunaffected
1t = α + 〠

J+1

j=2
βjY

unaffected
jt + ε1t = α + 〠

J+1

j=2
βYobserved

jt + ε1t ,

ð3Þ

where α is the constant item. βj represents the regressive
coefficient. ε1t is the error item.

Equations (1) and (2) also are written using the following
function:

Yunaffected
1t = f Yunaffected

2t , Yunaffected
3t ,⋯, Yunaffected

J+1,t

� �

= f Yobserved
2t , Yobserved

3t ,⋯, Yobserved
J+1,t

� �
:

ð4Þ

We could fit the above function using some standard
estimation methods, although the function form f ð⋅Þ is
unknown. In this paper, we introduce principal covariate
regression from the statistical literature on dimensional
reduction to estimate the function form above, which
imputes the missing status for the first unit in the absence
of an intervention or treatment. Next, we would explain
how principal covariate regression works in details.

2.2. A Brief Introduction to Principal Covariate Regression. In
this subsection, we briefly introduce principal covariate
regression. Suppose that Y and X be two matrices, of order
N × K and N × J , respectively, where N represents the
number of observations, and K and J denote the number
of outcome variables and the number of characteristic vari-
ables, respectively. In principal component regression, R
components could be expressed as a weighted combination
of the matrix of X using the following formula:

T = XW, ð5Þ

where T is a N × R matrix of the component score, andW is
a J × R matrix of the component weight. The component
score plays a role in explaining both of Y and X, namely.

Y = TPY + EY , ð6Þ

where PY is the R × K matrix of the weights for the K out-
come variables on the R components.

Using the Equation (6), we obtain predictions of out-
come variables:

Ŷ = TP̂Y , ð7Þ

where P̂Y is the estimates in PY , and Ŷ is the prediction of Y .
So far, we briefly introduce principal covariate regres-

sion. Next, we illustrate how to use the principal covariate
regression estimator to estimate the effect of an event or
policy.

2.3. Implementation of the Principal Covariate Regression
Estimator. In the previous subsection, we described the prin-
cipal covariate regression. Now, we illustrate how we use the
principal covariate regression estimator to estimate the effect
of an event or policy in comparative case studies. First, we
trained the principal covariate regression model based on
the data on all the units before an event or policy with a lasso
technique. In this step, we referred to values of the treated
unit as outcome variable, while we referred to values of the
control group as characteristic variables. We then used the
trained principal covariate regression model to impute the
missing status for the treated unit after the introduction of
an intervention or treatment. Finally, we compared the
observed values with the imputing values, and obtained the
dynamic effects of an event or policy.

2.4. Inference in Comparative Case Studies. Large sample
inference is not suitable for comparative case studies, as
there are a small number of units included in them. Abadie
et al. advised researcher and analyst performing a series of
placebo studies to interpret the significance of the results.
Previous research, however, pointed out that the results
from the placebo study could be distorted due to the size
of control units. Here, we proposed the bootstrapping test
for comparative case studies, which reconstructs the control
group and generates an empirical distribution of the effect
that an event or policy had on an outcome.

3. Estimating the Effect of Proposition 99 on
Beer Sales

3.1. Background. As public awareness of health risk of smok-
ing had increased dramatically over the past decade, the gov-
ernment of California launched a tobacco control program
in the year of 1989, that is, Proposition 99, leading a new
wave of antitobacco legislation at state and federal levels
across the United States. Proposition 99 aims to reduce the
behavior of smoking by raising the tax on cigarette. Previous
research has reported that Proposition 99 had a statically
significant and negative effect on cigarette sales in California.
Yet, the evidence on whether Proposition 99 affected local
beer sales is still unknown. Considering that smoking and
drinking always go together, not only is an investigation into
the effect of tobacco control program on beer consumption
quite interesting but it also has an important implication
for policy-relevant questions. That is, if we find a negative
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association between California’s Proposition 99 and local
beer sales, then it allows policymakers to decrease the use
of cigarette and alcohol using one common behavioral
intervention.

3.2. Data and Sample. In order to assess the effect of Propo-
sition 99 on beer sales, we constructed an annual panel
including 38 states in the United States, from 1984 to 1997.
We excluded other states because these states passed an
analogous tobacco control program during the period 1989
to 1997. As California’s tobacco control program was
launched in 1989, our study period contains 5 years before
the introduction of Proposition 99, and 9 years after that.
The outcome variable of our interest is annual per capita
beer consumption at state level, which is measured in our
data as per capita sales in gallons. Using the data and the
technique that is described in the previous section, we cre-
ated the counterfactual for California. Following the econo-
metric literature, we name California’s counterfactual the
synthetic California. We estimated the dynamic effects of
Proposition 99 on beer sales as the differences in levels of
per capita beer consumption between California and its
counterfactual, that is, synthetic California, in the years after
the introduction of Proposition 99.

3.3. Results. Panel A in Figure 1 plots the dynamics of per
capita beer consumption in California and the synthetic
California, where the dark red line represents California

and the light red line represents the synthetic California.
As this panel shows, the synthetic California provides a
comparative unit suitable for California to assess the effect
of Proposition 99 on per capita beer sales. That is, before
the government of California launched the tobacco control
program, the time path of beer consumption in California
was almost perfectly overlaid with that in the synthetic
California. From this panel, we also see that levels of beer
consumption still were similar in California and the
synthetic California in the late 1980s. They, however, began
to diverge in the early 1990s, when Proposition 99 had been
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Figure 1: The effect of California’s Proposition 99 on local beer consumption.
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passed for about two years. The lag effect observed could be
because California’s tobacco control program first reduces
the use of cigarette, which gradually promotes public health
behaviors, and consequently leads to the use of alcohol
declines. In other words, the reduction in beer consumption
might be one side effect of California’s tobacco control
program, which responses to this program over a relatively
long term. In addition, this panel shows that beer sales con-
tinued to decline after the introduction of Proposition 99,
but with a larger decrease in California than in the synthetic
California. In the year of 1996, the difference in beer con-
sumption between the two states arrived at the maximum.
That is, per capita beer consumption was about 4 points
higher in the synthetic California relative to California.

Panel B in Figure 1, plotting the dynamics of the differ-
ences in per capita beer sales between California and the
synthetic California, assures our findings. As this panel
shows, California’s Proposition 99 had a persistent effect
on local beer consumption. That is, the gap had been widen-
ing over the years after the introduction of Proposition 99,
even if there was a reduction of gap in 1997, the last year
in our study period.

3.4. Inference about the Effect of California’s Proposition 99
on Local Beer Consumption. In order to interpret the
significance of the estimated results, we conducted the boot-

strapping test. That is, first, we drew, with replacement, 38
states, with entire observations between 1984 and 1997 for
each state, from our original sample, which forms a new
sample. We name the new sample the bootstrapping sample.
We then estimated the effect of California’s tobacco control
program on per capita beer sales based on the bootstrapping
sample. The above process is repeated 1000 times, and pro-
vides an empirical distribution of the effects that Proposition
99 had on beer consumption.

Figure 2 plots the results from the bootstrapping test.
The red shadow represents the empirical distribution of
the effect that California’s tobacco control program on per
capita beer sales. The dash red line is the mean of the empir-
ical distribution. The solid red line is the estimated effect of
Proposition 99 obtained from the original sample. As this
figure shows, the empirical distribution of the effect that
California’s tobacco control program had on local beer con-
sumption is far away from the zero, while the two vertical
lines are close to each other, suggesting that Proposition 99
had a statistically significant and substantially negative effect
on per capita beer sales in California.

3.5. Sensitivity Analysis. As we said in the previous, the
major problem of comparative case studies is the subject
choice of comparative units by researcher and analyst,
which might harm the credibility of the estimation from
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comparative case studies. Although a data-driven approach
could alleviate the concern, the observed results probably
motivated by a particular comparative unit exactly existing
in the original sample. Therefore, in order to increase our
confidence that Proposition 99 had a substantial negative
effect on beer consumption in California, as well as to
interpret that our results are not driven by a particular
control state included in our sample, we performed the
leave-one-state-out test by iteratively applying the princi-
pal covariate regression estimator to construct 38 synthetic
California states based on 38 subsamples, with each sam-
ple excluding one state from the original sample in turn.

Figure 3 presents the results from the leave-one-state-out
test. In Panel A, we plot the 38 synthetic California states. As
this panel shows, all the time paths of per capita beer sales
for the 38 synthetic California states are close to each other,
indicating that the creation of the synthetic California is not
sensitive to the choice of control states that are used to form
the synthetic California. In Panel B, we add the dynamics of
California into Panel A. As this panel shows, all the 38
synthetic California states have a different trend in per
capita beer sales from California after 1990, the second
year after the introduction of Proposition 99. This obser-
vation, from the Panel B, further increases our confidence
that California’s tobacco control program had a lag and
substantial negative effect on local beer consumption.

4. Conclusion

When there is merely one unit experiencing an event or
policy, in order to assess the effect of the event or policy,
the first and the desired choice for researcher and analyst
is to do a comparative case study. However, in practice, the
implementation of comparative case studies has limitations.
On one hand, it is difficult for researcher and analyst to find
a suitable comparative unit. On the other hand, the choice
of control units used to form a comparative unit suitable
for the treated unit depends on individual experience of
researcher and analyst. That is, different people would hold
various choices, which probably leads to distinguished esti-
mated results of the effect of the same intervention or treat-
ment. This heavily reduces the credibility of estimated
results from comparative case studies.

In this paper, we developed a new approach for estimat-
ing the average causal effect in a comparative case study, that
is, the principal covariate regression estimator. This new
estimator avoids the subject choice of control units by
researcher and analyst, and adopts a data-driven procedure
to create a comparative unit suitable for the treated unit,
which reproduced the dynamics of the outcome variable
for the treated unit before an event or policy. We also
explained the implementation of the long short-term estima-
tor in details. Besides, we proposed the bootstrapping test to
interpret the significance of the estimated results in a small
sample, particularly in comparative case studies, where the
larger sample inferential technique is often not suitable.

As an illustrative example, we estimated the effect of
California’s tobacco control program on local beer con-
sumption. Epidemiological research reported that cigarette

and alcohol always went together, even though the exact
nature of this association between them is still little known.
Previous studies also evaluated the effect of Proposition 99
on cigarette consumption in California. However, the evi-
dence on the effect of Proposition 99 on California’s beer
sales remains unclear. Our results provide evidence that
California’s tobacco control program had a substantial and
persistent negative effect on local beer consumption. In the
bootstrapping test, we also observed a statistically significant
negative Proposition 99’s effect on per capita beer sales. In
addition, using the leave-one-state-out test, we interpret that
our construction of the synthetic California are not sensitive
to the choice of control units, again.

Our study contributes to the literature on causal infer-
ence in comparative case studies. We provide a novel
approach to construct the counterfactual that is comparative
to the treated unit, which adopts the principal covariate
regression to predict the potential outcome for the treated
unit. On the other hand, our work expand the coverage of
the application of machine learning. To our knowledge, it
is the first to apply the principal covariate regression to
causal inference in comparative case studies.

Of course, our study has limitations. In this paper, we
only consider a special setting, where just one unit is exposed
to the event or intervention. In real word, there might be a
set of units exposed to at event or intervention. Our
approach proposed here could not be directly applied to
these settings. However, we could use control units to con-
struct the counterfactual for each treated unit based on the
regression tree model, and estimate the individual effect for
each treated unit. Besides, our approach heavily depends
on the information on the correlation across units, which
does not consider the time dependency of outcome of the
treated unit. Future research should try to construct the
counterfactual of the treated, simultaneously using them.
For the potential application, the approach can also be used
in the energy field, for example, to analyze the influence of
the design of subsidy policies for the new energy industry
on installed capacity. We are using this approach to study
the impact of regulatory policy changes on grid cost moni-
toring and audit costs. Preliminary results show that regula-
tory policies significantly affect cost monitoring and audit
costs. Additionally, the approach proposed in this paper also
is applied in the fields of economics and management, where
often there exists many issues related to causal inference. For
example, economists often want to understand the effect of
job train program on income. Thus, our approach would
had a larger range of the potential application.

Data Availability
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